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ABOUT US

Winner - Company of the Year 2009

SP Holding was established in 1985 by Steve Holding. In the early
days, the company carried out spot hire with one tractor and several
bowsers, for the building and agricultural industries. This quickly
flourished and he developed other aspects of the business, including
tankering, transport services, drainage work and plant hire.

As the company has grown into the large company it is today, it has
always maintained the ‘family-run’ approach it did on day one, with
Steve and wife Tracey taking an active approach in the day-to-day
running of the business to ensure the same high levels of customer
service are maintained.

Today, the company has developed into a major utility and industrial
support unit, working with many blue chip companies within the water,
construction and industrial sectors.

Thanks to the efforts of Steve, Tracey and the staff at SP Holding
Group, the company was named Company of the Year at the
Shropshire Business Awards 2009.
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POLICIES & PROCESSES

QUALITY & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
SP Holding Group has achieved certification under the ISO 9001 quality
system that independently audits the processes and procedures in place within
the company to recognised international standards. The goals and measures
put in place are designed to ensure ongoing improvements by a process of
target setting and measuring performance across a range of systems.
HEALTH & SAFETY
The management of SP Holding Group looks upon the promotion of health
and safety measures as being of paramount importance to all members of
staff, both office-based and operational. It is our policy to do all that is
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necessary to prevent personal injury to our employees, sub-contractors, the
general public or any other persons coming into contact with the company or
its activities.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
At present, the company has in place procedures for certification to
ISO 14001, as an environmental management standard, and a final external
audit is programmed in the near future. All operations are carried out in
compliance with all relevant environmental legislation and to the highest
possible standards. This is particularly important with work such as carrying
out clean-ups after pollution incidents.
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TANKERS
With a modern fleet of rigid and articulated tankers with capacities of
1000 gallons up to 6000 gallons, we are able to offer a wide range of
tankering services to agricultural and industrial companies.
SEPTIC TANKS
For new installations SP Holding can carry out porosity tests and complete
the full installation. We can also empty, service and repair all types of
septic tanks and drainage systems, for both commercial and residential
customers. Our highly experienced team are on call 24 hours a day for
emergency situations.
INDUSTRIAL SLUDGE REMOVAL
We are able to offer a comprehensive sludge removal service to industrial
companies nationwide. We can remove hazardous and non-hazardous
sludge that is either in liquid or solidified form from a wide range of
applications, such as reservoirs and tanks.
INTERCEPTORS
SP Holding provides an emptying and disposal service using our high
specification vehicles and a team of experienced and fully qualified
operatives to ensure that every job is completed quickly and safely. All
waste removed from the interceptor is transferred by SP Holding to a
treatment plant for safe disposal. We are a registered waste carrier and
upon completion of the job, we will leave you with a certificate confirming
that the waste has been removed in accordance with current legislation.
POTABLE WATER
Our range of potable water tanks can be used for movement of clean
drinking water between water authority depots to reservoir sites as well
as to sites where burst water mains and other interruptions to mains supply
have occurred. We are able to supply tanks from towable 200 gallon
capacities up to 6000 gallon articulated water tanks and 4000 gallon
demountable water tanks.
ADR SPECIALIST WASTE
Dealing with hazardous waste is one of the most regulated sectors involved
in the waste management industry. SP Holding can help in this area, from
offering advice to ensure that you are compliant with legislation, through to
collecting and disposing of the waste on your behalf.
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JETTING SERVICES
SP Holding provides a 24/7,
365 days a year incident centre
for sewer blockage clearance,
sewer cleansing, CCTV pipe
surveys, waste water tankering,
root cutting and man entry
services.
Our commercial sewer (or waste
water) jetting and cleansing
service is the cornerstone of our
business, which is reflected in the
wide range of equipment
SP Holding operates, including
van pack jetting units through to
high volume vactor units.
This enables us to jet all shapes
and sizes of drains, sewers and
pumping stations and to cleanse
some of the most difficult, deep
and complex structures and
sewage treatment works in the
UK. With our larger vactor units
we are also able to carry out
root cutting from 150mm up to
750mm diameter.
All of our operatives are highly
trained to carry out man entry
procedures to cleanse and
maintain pumping stations,
underground storm tanks and
valve chambers. We also have
staff who are trained in using
breathing apparatus for confined
space working in an irrespirable
atmosphere.
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OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT

With our off-road equipment, there is no sewer that we are unable to reach.
We are able to mobilise all of our units quickly in response to emergency
situations, with custom-built trailers for the tracked vehicles.
TRAC VAC
Both of our Trac Vacs – or off-road vactors – were designed and developed
in-house in response to a growing customer need for low ground compaction.
These units enable us to negotiate even the softest of ground conditions, with
minimal damage caused.
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AGRI-VAC
Where conditions are slightly more favourable, but it is still difficult to get road
vactors near, the Agri-Vac offers a self-contained solution. Pulled by a JCB
Fastrac, this combination is quick to deploy and can be on site faster than
other agricultural vehicles.
TRAC CAM
Our Trac Cam can back up both of these vehicles to check on cleansing
progress and provide a full Wincan report, once the job has been completed.
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CCTV SURVEYS
Using the latest CCTV
technology, any problems
unseen from ground level can
be detected and located with
minimal disruption to the surface.
We use a variety of camera
units to provide detailed footage
in DVD format. We also have
Sonding equipment and use die
tracing for locating purposes.
We can reach any location using
either our van pack or off-road
CCTV Trac Cam unit. When
it is necessary for the pipeline
to be completely clear prior to
pipe relining, we can combine
our CCTV and van pack jetters
to drive robotic precision cutters,
capable of removing large roots
and intruding connections.
Once the survey is complete,
we provide a full detailed
structural report on the latest
Wincan software, with a DVD
of the survey, so that clients
are able to see whether any
remedial work needs to be
carried out. If this is the case,
then SP Holding is able to offer
a competitive quote.
All of our operators are trained
and assessed by WITA (Water
Industry Training Association).
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MANHOLE REHABILITATION
SP Holding delivers innovative
solutions to manhole chamber
renovation, utilising ‘M Coating’;
a cementitious spray-applied
lining to provide a leak tight
anti-corrosion barrier.
For the renovation of corroded
and/or leaking manhole
chambers with ERGELIT dry
mortar, M Coating is a new,
innovative renovation process
for both circular and rectangular
chambers, ranging from DN500
to DN3000.
The M Coating automated
system removes many of the
sources of error in substrate
preparation and the subsequent
coating process, and benefits
from over 25 years of research
and development in Continental
Europe.
The centrifugal spray technique
means that chambers up to 25
metres deep can be coated to
any desired thickness.
For more information on
M Coating and how the process
works, contact the team at
SP Holding.
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PIPE RELINING

CIPP (Cured in Place Pipe) linings account for the vast majority of repairs to
sewer systems, particularly in areas where it is essential to keep disruption to a
minimum.
The practice of UV light cured CIPP lining has become an extremely popular
repair method over recent years, becoming the preferred choice for sewer
lining due to the environmental benefits offered by the technique. The UV light
curing process eliminates the styrene emissions found in conventional curing
techniques.
The process can be utilised in any situation including domestic, commercial
and industrial applications and can be used to repair any length of pipework.
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Suitable applications for CIPP lining:
Structural repairs to foul and storm drainage
Repair of stack pipes
Sealing of leaking joints
Prevention of root infestation
Capping off redundant connections
Prevention of chemical erosion to pipework
SP Holding are committed to using new technology wherever possible and
are continually working on developments in lining techniques to enable us to
provide our clients with the most suitable solution to their needs.
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FABRICATION
SP Holding offers a complete steel fabrication service on site, which
includes the design and manufacture of products to your specific
requirements.
The fabrication workshop has the capacity for cutting and welding all
types of ferrous and non-ferrous materials. This, combined with a wide
range of machinery including a programmable band saw, three metre
guillotine, press brake and full drilling capability, ensures the workshop
has all the facilities to fulfil any fabrication requirement. We are also
able to offer bespoke laser-cut lettering and logos/crests to personalise
items to your requirements, as well as a powder-coating service
dependent on the size of the item.
Typical projects include trailer fabrication, stairs and elevated
walkways, as well as fire escapes and a range of litter bins. A wide
range of park furniture including benches, picnic tables and gates
(all available with disabled access) can also be offered. Our largest
contract to date has been with Telford and Wrekin Council, having
supplied over 1,000 vandal proof bins in and around the town.
All items are manufactured to a high standard and finished as
specified by the client, by a team of experienced and skilled
fabricators, who will be pleased to discuss your project from design
through to delivery.
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HAULAGE

SP Holding can provide the complete haulage service to customers nationwide
using our modern fleet of 11 rigid and articulated vehicles, which can transport
a wide range of loads ranging from 7.5 tonnes up to 80 tonnes.
Our vehicles are equipped with cranes with capacities from 4 tonnes up to
12 tonnes lift and extendable semi-low loaders from 13.6m to 20m in length,
all of which have winches.
This enables us to cope with heavy and abnormal loads and also allows for the
positioning of plant into awkward locations. All of our cranes are tested on an
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annual basis and our slings and chains are correctly certificated at 6-12 month
intervals or as required. All of our drivers/operators have crane licences.
Our trailers can also be equipped with railway tracks for specialist movement
of trains and carriages, proving that we can really move almost anything.
We can offer a full movement package, having at our disposal a range of
mobile cranes and telehandlers. Where needed, we are able to offer a
risk assessment, method statement and abnormal load movements. For the
movement of larger or more specialist loads, we are able (subject to location)
to offer a full job assessment, including site visit.
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FLEET MAINTENANCE
Originally built and equipped
for our own fleet of vehicles,
our on-site workshop is now
available to private companies,
having already carried out work
for local and national haulage
companies including Veolia,
R L Holding and Foxies
Transport.
Our fully spec’d workshop offers
the following:
Large pit
Four post lift ramps
Brake tester
Laser headlight setting
equipment
Availability for PMI
(Preventative Maintenance
Inspections)
VOSA test preparation
Steam cleaning facilities
The workshop is open 7am-7pm,
Monday to Friday, and from
7am-1pm on Saturdays.
However, we do also offer a 24
hour call out service via our team
of five qualified technicians who
have experience with Volvo,
Scania and Man, using our fully
equipped roadside assistance
vans.
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PLANT HIRE

PLANT HIRE
Our plant hire division offers a complete hire package, including delivery, if
required. We offer a wide variety of vehicles and equipment, from diggers
to dumpers through to groundcare equipment. We also have a range of
trailers (suitable for cars or up to 3 tonne mini-diggers), various small tools
including Stihl saws, wacker plates and floor saws. Delivery is guaranteed
for 8am the next day within Telford if ordered before 3pm. For full and
current availability, check our website www.spholding.co.uk or call us on
01952 501155.
TELEHANDLERS
We have various telehandlers available to hire, from a 4m low height
clearance up to a 14m telescopic load-all. We have forks, buckets and
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grab attachments available for all machines. Our Dieci Pegasus is a 21m
telehandler, which converts to a 360 degree crane with powered winch and
a 360 degree cherry picker, making it a highly versatile machine.
TRACKED DUMPERS
Where work needs to be carried out with minimal surface damage, tracked
dumpers are an excellent solution. They create a low ground pressure and so
cause less damage to the ground on which they work.
We are able to supply tracked dumpers with carrying capacites from
0.5 tonnes up to 11 tonnes.
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PLANT HIRE
PUMPS & GENERATORS
We have a wide range of diesel
powered pumps able to cope with
large volumes of water with high flow
rates, including the following sizes:
3” high head
4” pump
6” pump
6x8 pump
We also have generators available
from 3KVA up to 55KVA.
GROUNDCARE
SP Holding can offer various
pieces of equipment for hire to the
landscaping and groundcare sector.
Our GreenMech 6” Eco-Arborist
wood chipping machine is currently
available for easy and safe disposal
of waste wood. With its 50hp
diesel engine, it is reliable and has a
1600rpm rotor speed, which makes
it a quick working machine.
Other equipment available includes
ride-on mowers, walk behind
mowers, a compact tractor mower,
chainsaw, bush cutter and paddock
mower collector with high tip.
SALES
We also have a large range of
trucks and plant available for sale.
For a full, up to date list of current
availability, images and pricing, visit
our website at www.spholding.co.uk
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EVENTS
PORTABLE TOILET & SHOWER HIRE
Our events team are able to offer the
following services, including delivery
and set-up, for all types and sizes of
events, having done so for the
V Festival, Big Chill, West Mid Show
and Notting Hill Carnival in recent
years:
Portable and luxury toilets
Portable showers
Accommodation
Full on-site plumbing services
DRINKING WATER
Our water bowsers are available in a
range of sizes – from 1000 litres
to 30,000 litres – and are suitable for
both indoor and outdoor events. All
units are fitted with taps for ease of
use and can be delivered to and set
up in any location in the country.
WASTE TANKERS & TANKS
Our up to date fleet of waste tankers
can carry out services, such as transfer
and disposal of food and beverage
waste, to help your event to run as
smoothly as possible.
Waste holding tanks are an excellent
temporary effluent waste storage
solution; easily buried or sited
underneath toilet blocks, kitchens,
canteens and welfare units, where
there is no mains drainage. Units are
available in a wide range of sizes
and our fabrication department is able
to produce high quality tanks to your
specific requirements.

EVENTS
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EVENTS
TEMPORARY ROADS
If your event is being held on
difficult terrain, as is often the case,
temporary roadways manufactured
by Sommerfeld are a cost-effective
and environmentally-friendly solution.
Our team can quickly set up a firm
and safe temporary surface, which
can then be easily dismantled at the
end of the event – leaving the ground
as you found it.
Our temporary roadways provide:
Protection for the ground
Solutions for disabled access
Flooring for temporary structures
Temporary parking areas
BUGGY HIRE
Some events cover vast areas, so
take advantage of our 6x6 and 4x4
buggy hire to quickly and efficiently
transport personnel and equipment
throughout the event site.
We have a range of buggies
available to suit your needs and
budget and are able to deliver and
collect from site as agreed.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
We are able to supply a range
of construction site welfare solutions
including vans for transportation that
incorporate toilet and wash facilities
as well as seating and food making
facilities. We can also supply water
bowsers and flat bed tanks.
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
In addition to the wide range of
services on offer to commercial
customers, SP Holding has been
operating services to residential
customers for many years,
using many of the techniques,
equipment and technology
available to the commercial
sector.
Our 24/7 emergency service is
just a call away, giving homeowners peace of mind that
any problems at their property
can be solved by a local,
professional team in time to
minimise damage, flooding or
pollution.
With our close links with local
water authorities, we are able to
cover a wide area and respond
to situations across the Midlands
and into Mid Wales.
SEPTIC TANKS
For residential properties that
are not connected to the mains
sewage pipes, septic tanks
provide an onsite sewerage
facility.
Our experienced and fully
qualified team can install
full septic systems. We can
also provide an ongoing
maintenance and repair service,
including porosity tests, pumping
plants and soakaways.

RESIDENTIAL
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

HOME BUYERS REPORTS
The purchase of a home is one of the most important and costly, so to protect
this investment SP Holding are now able to offer a Home Buyers Drainage
Report. This service includes jetting of the drains to remove silt, debris and
grease ensuring that they are clean before a full CCTV drain survey is carried
out.

DRAIN JETTING/UNBLOCKING
Our compact van pack jetting units are on call 24/7, and can be on site
quickly to assist with blocked drains at residential properties.
We can also provide a drain jetting service to clean and maintain a fully
functional drainage system.

The camera will identify any cracks, displaced joints, roots or collapse within
the pipe work. If we do identify a problem we can quickly advise the best
and most cost effective solution.
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01952 501155
01952 506655
www.spholding.co.uk
info@spholding.co.uk
Upper Coalmoor, Horsehay,
Telford, Shropshire, TF4 2PX
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